YR 1-4 DIAMOND - 2022

DIAMOND - DRNA - 2022
TERM 1 WEEK 6 - TERM 2 WEEK 5

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW

WE ARELEARNING...
LEARNING...
WE ARE

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
To respect myself and others.
To take responsibility for my choices and my belongings.
To be safe by keeping our hands and feet to ourselves.
To be a learner by engaging in and trying new activities.
You can help me at home by noticing when I show you
these expectations.

LITERACY
To use a variety of reading strategies
To 'retell' what has happened in the story
To read and gain meaning
To write in a variety of types of text, for example, recount
something that has happened or an information report.
You can help me at home by asking me to use different ways to work out
unknown words. Ask me to retell the story once we've finished, reminding me
to include where the story took place, who is in it and what happened.

NUMERACY
To count to and from numbers and locate numbers on a number
line.
To make collections of numbers.
To count forwards and backwards.
To state the number before and after a given number.
To recognise and describe the properties of shapes.
Help me at home by noticing numbers in the environment.
Count forwards and backwards with me as we drive in the car.
Starting from different numbers.
Help me spot shapes in our home, as we drive around town.

SOCIAL SKILLS
We are learning to share and use our manners with others.
We are learning to identify our emotions and ways to express these to
tell someone, for example, to communicate "I am upset"
You can help me at home by suggesting strategies to help me express
my emotions.

LEARNER ASSETS
To independently respect the rights, feelings and efforts of
others.
To work together in a respectful manner.
To have ownership and responsibility for our own belongings.
To understand people’s body language and facial expressions
and respond appropriately.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE
DRNA - Wednesday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DRNA - Friday

THE ARTS
DRNA - Monday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning.

